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Section 1: Introduction

Intelligence analysis, investigative analysis, and other related forms of information analysis share many common characteristics and components. One unifying element in the various types of information analysis is the task of sensemaking (Bodnar 2005; Heuer 1999; Klein, Moon & Hoffman 2006; Krizan 1999; Pirolli & Card 2005; Thomas & Cook 2005): generation of a model of a situation that connects entities and events in an input stream of data about the situation (sometimes colloquially called the “connect the dots” problem). The input to the sensemaking task in different types of information analysis is characterized by the same kinds of characteristics: the amount of data in the input stream is huge, data comes from multiple sources and in multiple forms, data from various sources may be unreliable and conflicting, data arrives incrementally and is constantly evolving, data may pertain to multiple actors where the actions of the various actors need not be coordinated, the actors may try to hide data about their actions and may even introduce spurious data to hide their actions, data may pertain to novel actors as well as rare or novel actions, and the amount of useful evidence typically is a small fraction of the vast amount of data (the colloquial “needle in the haystack” problem). The desired output of the sensemaking task in different types of information analysis too has the same kinds of characteristics: models that explain the connections among the entities and events, that specify the intent of the various actors, that make verifiable predictions, and that have confidence values associated with them.

Psychological studies of sense making in intelligence analysis (Heuer 1999) indicate that cognitive limitations and biases of human analysts result in several kinds of errors. The three main errors made by human analysts in hypothesis generation are (Heuer 1999): (1) Due to limitations of human memory, analysts may have difficulty keeping track of multiple explanatory hypotheses for a set of data over a long period of time. (2) Due to cognitive fixation, analysts may quickly decide on a single hypothesis for the data set and stick to it even as new data arrives (cognitive fixation). (3) Due to confirmation bias, analysts may look for data that supports the hypothesis on which they are fixated, and not necessarily the data that may refute the hypothesis. Thus, a scientific and technological challenge for cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and human-centered computing is to develop interactive computational tools that can help human analysts overcome these cognitive limitations.

Over the last few years, several researchers have explored the use of knowledge-based techniques to support human decision-making in intelligence and investigative analysis (Birnbaum et al. 2005; Chen at al. 2003; Jarvis, Lunt & Myers 2004; Murdock, Aha & Breslow 2003; PARC 2004; Sanfilippo et. al. 2007; Tecucci et al. 2008; Welty et. al. 2005; Whitaker et. al. 2004). In our previous work, we have developed an automated knowledge-based system called Stab (Adams & Goel 2007a, 2007b, 2008; Goel, Adams, Cutshaw & Sugandh 2009) for IEEE VAST 2006 and 2007 datasets (IEEE VAST 2006; IEEE VAST 2007; Plaisant et al. 2008). Briefly, Stab contains a library of hierarchically organized abstract stories that capture patterns of criminal activity in the IEEE VAST 2006 and 2007 datasets. Thus, in Stab the models that connect the entities and events in the input data are crime stories. The crime stories are represented in the TMKL knowledge representation language (Murdock & Goel 2003, 2008). Stab takes as input a set of events extracted from the IEEE VAST 2006 and 2007 datasets. It gives as output a set of multiple, competing, instantiated stories as explanatory hypotheses that connect the input events and ascribe goals to actors, along with confidence values for each hypothesis as well as a summary of evidence for each hypothesis. Stab’s user interface allows the user to view the logical structure of a generated
hypothesis in a graphical representation. It also enables selection of portions of the evidence in support of a generated hypothesis for further analysis of the explanatory relationship between the generated hypothesis and the supporting evidence. A human analyst may use Stab as an external memory of data and explanatory hypotheses. In addition, the analyst may use Stab’s results to inform additional search for further evidence for or against a generated hypothesis.

Of course Stab also has several limitations. One of the major limitations of Stab is that crime stories in its story library have to be hand coded in TMKL. This makes it difficult for a user to enter new stories or edit existing stories in Stab’s library. To enable a user to more flexibly interact with Stab, we have developed Stab2, a new interactive version of Stab. Stab2 contains a story editor that enables users to enter and edit crime stories in a graphical notation. Stab2 automatically converts a new (or modified) story into its internal knowledge representation language (TMKL). This enables users to interact with Stab’s stories “online.” In this paper, we first briefly describe the basics of Stab and then present Stab2’s story editor.

Section 2: Knowledge-Based Support for Sensemaking

In this section we briefly describe the original Stab system for sensemaking of the IEEE VAST contest datasets. Although Stab’s reasoning, knowledge and representations are intended to be general, Stab’s library at present contains only crime stories relevant to the VAST-2006 and VAST-2007 datasets.

VAST Datasets: The VAST datasets are synthetic datasets generated by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratories for supporting research and development in the emerging field of visual analytics (Thompson & Cook 2005). The datasets pertain to fictitious illegal and unethical activities, as well as normal and typical activities, in a fictitious town in the United States. The VAST-2006 dataset contains over a thousand news stories written in English, and a score of tables, maps and photographs. Figure 1 illustrates an example news story from the VAST 2006 dataset. The VAST-2007 dataset is a little larger and slightly more complicated but similar in nature.

Inputs to Stab: We manually screened the dataset for stories that indicated an illegal or unethical activity, which left about a hundred news stories out of the more than a thousand originally in the dataset. We then manually extracted events and entities pertaining to illegal/unethical activities. These events/entities form the input to STAB. We also hand crafted representations for each event in terms of the knowledge states it produces. In addition, we examined the maps, photos and tables that are part of the VAST dataset and similarly extracted and represented the relevant information about various entities. Table 1 illustrates a sample of inputs to STAB along with the resulting knowledge state created by an input event.
Figure 1: Example news story from the VAST-2006 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample STAB Inputs</th>
<th>Resulting State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stolen (money $40 Highway-Tire-Store)</td>
<td>Has-object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cured-disease (Boynton-Labs Philip-Boynton prion-disease)</td>
<td>Is-rich-and-famous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>named-after (lab Philip-Boynton Dean-USC)</td>
<td>Expert-involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was-founded (Boynton-Labs)</td>
<td>Is-open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have-developed (Boynton-Labs prion-disease)</td>
<td>Exists-new-disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>announced-investigation (USFDA Boynton-Labs)</td>
<td>Is-investigating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injected-cow(Boynton-Labs prion-disease)</td>
<td>Cow-is-infected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment-cow (Boynton-Labs prion-disease)</td>
<td>Cow-is-cured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Adapted from [http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VASTcontest06/](http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VASTcontest06/))

**Table 1:** A sample of inputs to Stab
**Stab’s Library of Crime Stories:** STAB contains a small library of hierarchically organized abstract stories, or *hierarchical scripts*, that capture the patterns of crimes that occur in the VAST-2006 and VAST-2007 datasets. Figure 2 illustrates a simple script in STAB’s library, Rob a Store. This script has the goal of achieving the state of Have Money, given the initial state of Not Have Money (top of figure). This goal (or task), according to the Rob a Store script, is achieved by a plan (or method) that has several actions (or events) in it: Go to Store, Break into Store, Take Money (middle of the figure). Each of these events becomes a task at the next lower level of abstraction in the hierarchical script, and each task can be (potentially) achieved by multiple methods. For example, according to the Rob a Store script, the task of Break into Store can be achieved by Entering through a Window or Entering through a Door (bottom of figure). Each of these methods in turn specifies a process consisting of multiple events, and so on.

![Diagram of STAB’s Library of Crime Stories](image)

**Figure 2: The content and structure of a story in STAB1 (Adapted from Goel et al. 2009)**

STAB’s hierarchical scripts explicitly represent both goal and state at multiple levels of abstraction. While representation of the state caused by an event is useful for inferring causality, representation of goals of sequences of events is useful for inferring intention. Figure 3 illustrates a more complex script of political conspiracy in which a political figure may get an opponent out of an electoral race either by exposing dirt on him (political blackmail) or having him assassinated. Note this script is composed of several smaller scripts.

We found that seven hierarchical scripts appear to cover all the illegal/unethical activities in the VAST-2006 dataset and that another four hierarchical scripts apparently are sufficient to cover the VAST-2007 as well. We handcrafted this library of scripts into STAB.
**Stab’s Knowledge Representation:** STAB’s scripts are represented in the TMKL language. A task in TMKL is defined by input knowledge elements, output knowledge elements, required input conditions (pre-conditions), desired output conditions (post-conditions), and methods for implementing the task. A method is defined in terms of subtasks of the task and ordering of the subtasks, and is represented by a finite state machine. Finally, knowledge in TMKL is defined in terms of domain concepts and relationships among them; the input and output knowledge elements in a task specification refer to these domain concepts and relations. Murdock & Goel 2008 provides details of TMKL.

---

**Figure 3:** The story for a political conspiracy intended to remove an opponent from an electoral race. Activated nodes are denoted by a thick outline around yellow boxes. (Adapted from Goel et al. 2009)

**Figure 4:** High-Level Architecture of STAB. (Adapted from Goel et al. 2009)
Stab’s Computational Architecture: Figure 4 illustrates Stab’s computational architecture. First, the Evidence Collector collects the input events in an evidence file in chronological order. Next, the Story Matcher takes one input event at a time and uses its resulting knowledge state of the event with the task nodes in the TMKL representations of the scripts stored in the Story Library. The Story Matcher tags the matching tasks and passes the matching scripts to a Working Memory. This tagging of a matching tasks in effect instantiates the task. The Story Matcher then inspects the next input event in the evidence file and repeats the above process. If the new input event results in the retrieval of a new script, then the script is similarly stored in the Working Memory. If the newly retrieved script is already in the Working Memory, then additional task nodes that match the new input are also tagged but only one script instance is kept.

Stab’s Outputs: Stab outputs four kinds of information: all instantiated scripts in the working memory, all nodes in each such script that are matched with an input event, all evidence for each such script, and a confidence value for each such script. The yellow boxes in Figure 4 illustrate the tasks in the political conspiracy script that are matched with an input event in one running of Stab. The confidence value for a script is based on the number of tasks in a script that are matched with input events. Goel et al. (2009) provide details of Stab’s reasoning, knowledge, representations and outputs.

Section 3: Interactive Story Editing in Stab2

The interactive Stab2 system is an augmentation of the original Stab system with a primary focus on improving user interaction. The specific goals of Stab2 enhancements included: (i) Allow online authoring and editing of Stab’s crime stories in a visual form, and (ii) Enable a user to control all aspects of Stab’s reasoning through a graphical interface.

![Figure 5: Computational Architecture of the Stab2’s Story Authoring Tool](image)
Section 3.1: Interactive Story Authoring in Stab2

Figure 5 illustrates the computational architecture of Stab2’s story authoring tool. The Story Editor is used in creating and managing the Stab2’s crime stories. These stories are a direct descendent of the hierarchical scripts used in Stab. However, while Stab2’s stories still use TMKL as the knowledge representation language, we changed the internal data model in Stab2 to enable automatic translation of a story authored by a user into the TMKL knowledge representation.

The Knowledge Editor too is built into Stab2’s interface, and handles user access to the knowledge elements in the TMKL representation of a story. It provides the user control over defining the entities in a story as well as the relations among the entities. The Reasoner in Figure 5 refers to Stab described in the previous section.

Section 3.2: Visual Syntax of Story Author in Stab2

Figure 6 illustrates the visual syntax used by Stab2’s story editor. Each task is represented as a rectangle. As the user mouses over a task, the Story Editor displays the TMKL specification of the task. Each method is represented as a sequence of subtasks that specifies the ordering of the subtasks including iteration. Each subtask in turn is specified as a rectangle with its own methods as the next lower level of abstraction.

Figure 6: Visual Syntax of the Story Editor in Stab2

Section 3.3: Benefits of Story Editing in Stab2

Figure 7 illustrates Stab2’s Story Editor interface. The main part of the figure contains the story being edited, in this case the Rob a Store script illustrated in Figure 2. The palette on the top right of Figure 7 provides the icons for adding new task and method elements to the story. The window on the bottom left depicts the Knowledge Editor. The window on the bottom right indicates other stories in the Story Library and enables the user to browse the library. The graph in the bottom middle enables the user to navigate the script of a story.
Figure 7: Stab2’s Story editor Interface
The Story Editor in Stab2 gives the user more control than was possible in Stab. In the original Stab system, hierarchical scripts were hard-coded in TMKL that itself is coded in the Lisp programming knowledge. This resulted in several difficulties regarding the usability of the system. Firstly, the stored scripts in Stab are not available for reference or review except by perusing the actual Lisp code. This lack of transparency can lead to inaccurate and imprecise understanding of the stories that are generated by Stab as explaining the input data. Stab2’s Story Editor provides visual access to both the library of stored scripts as well as the stories instantiated when Stab2 is run for an input dataset.

Secondly, since Stab’s stored scripts are coded in TMKL, it is very difficult for a user to author a new script or story, evaluate the correctness of a stored script and make modifications to it. Stab2 Story Editor with its visual interface makes these tasks much easier, though editing the knowledge elements in a story through the Knowledge Editor still is non-trivial.

Finally, the initial version Stab did not allow modifications to the structure of existing scripts at runtime. This implies that it is useful to run Stab just once on an input dataset. However, in general, a human analyst may want to run Stab several times – each with differing variations of the scripts - as the analyst’s insight into the criminal patterns evolves. This is perhaps the most important side effect of the use of an interactive Story Editor in Stab2: Stab2 enables an analyst to conduct “what if” simulations. Using Stab2’s Story Editor and Knowledge Editor illustrated in Figure 7, an analyst may inspect, modify, activate or deactivate, the scripts stored in Stab2’s Story Library, the task and method elements in an individual script, or the knowledge elements like domain concepts and relations. The analyst may then run Stab2 to simulate the effects of the precise conditions she created in Stab2’s virtual world.

Section 3.4: Story Authoring in Stab2

When an analyst wants to create a new story, he needs to open the editor and click on add story icon. This opens a white area with a palette on the right. We start with picking the “Main story “ icon from the palette and drop it into the white board. This represents the name of the story and is depicted in Figure 8(a). After this we drag the blue rectangle that reads “Intermediary Goals” and connect this to the main story using a Sub-Goal connector all of which can be found in the palette. The result is shown in Figure 8(b). Once the method is created we fill it in with actions performed to achieve that goal. This is done using the “Goals, Action” icon in the palette and this is shown in Figure 8(c). The drag and drop capability makes it very easy for an analyst to construct a new story plot. The tree can go down as many levels depending on the complexity of the story. The relationships between each of the goals are captured using the links. Two kinds of linkages are possible – Sub-Goals that suggests that one goal is a child of another, and Causal Connection that indicates relationships between different actions inside each intermediary goal.
Figure 8(a): 1st Snapshot of Story Authoring in Stab2 – Here the human analyst drags the icon main story from the palette and places it in the editor area and names it as “story plot”
Figure 8(b): A 2nd Snapshot of Story Authoring in Stab2 – Here the human analyst drags the Intermediary Goals icon and places it below the top level task. Also the analyst drags the sub-goals linkage from the palette and connects the two blocks and names the blue rectangle as “Method 1”.
Figure 8(c): A Snapshot of Story Authoring in Stab2 - Here the analyst drags the Goals, Actions icon inside the already created method. He then connects these actions with the causal connections linkage in the palette and names each action.
Figure 9(a): A Snapshot of a XML file for each Story Plot.
Figure 9(b): A Snapshot of a XML file for each Story Plot – This image highlights individual tags. The image on the right highlights the childTask tag and the one the left highlights the allMethods tag.
Each of these stories created are converted into machine understandable language and stored in TMKL format as XML files, which is read and processed during run time. Each story plot looks like Figure 9(a) above. As we can see from the figure each element created in the story has a corresponding tag in the XML document. For example the main story is stored as the topTask tag. The xml: type of this topTask is metamodel: topLevelTask. The name of this tag is given as “story plot”; this is the name the analyst specified while creating the story. Similarly if you see there is allMethods tag created which is of type metamodel: Method and the name is “Method1” the same as that mentioned by the analyst. Similarly there exists a tag for childTasks. Each Goal, Action has its own childTasks tag and attributes like type, name and makes. One would also notice the transition tag that has attributes such as prevTask, nextTask and helps keep track of causal links between different actions. Each such tag is provided with a machine-generated id to keep track of the relations internally. For e.g.: the topTask tag has an xmi: id—“_FX1YICLED...” The allMethods tag ends once all its childTasks and transitions in that method have been assigned a tag this can be clearly seen through Figure 9(b).

Related Work

The name “Stab” of our interactive knowledge-based system for sensemaking in investigative analysis comes from STory ABduction. Abduction is inference to the best explanation for a set of data (Bylander et al. 1991; Charniak & McDermott 1985; Fischer et al. 1991; Goel et al. 1995; Josephson & Josephson 1994). We view sensemaking in investigative analysis as constructing a story that explains an input set of data by connecting events through states and ascribing goals to actors.

Stab constructs a story for a given input dataset by retrieving and instantiating hierarchical scripts stored in a library. Scripts, introduced by Schank & Abelson (1977) in AI, have been used in a wide variety of knowledge-based systems especially for story understanding (e.g., Cullingford 1981; Ram 1991; Mueller 2004).

Stab’s TMKL knowledge representation language is similar to but more expressive than Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) (Erol, Hendler & Nau 1994) for knowledge representation (Lee-Urban 2005). TMKL is more expressive than HTN in part because TMKL enables explicit representation of subgoals and multiple plans for achieving a goal. When Hoang, Lee-Urban and Munoz-Avila (2005) designed a game-playing agent in both TMKL and HTN, they found that “TMKL provides constructs for looping, conditional execution, assignment functions with return values, and other features not found in HTN.” They also found that since HTN implicitly provides support for the same features, “translation from TMKL to HTN is always possible.”

Stab’s Story Editor and Knowledge Editor enable the authoring and editing of stories represented in TMKL. Interactive story authoring tools have become common in interactive games. Stab2’s Story Editor is more similar to interactive story authoring tools used in interactive drama (e.g., Magerko 2005; Mateas & Stern 2005; Riedl & Young 2006).

Although we originally developed TMKL to capture an agent’s self-model of its own knowledge, reasoning and architecture (Murdock & Goel 2003, 2008), it has since been used in several other applications. The AHEAD system (Murdock, Aha & Breslow 2003) uses TMKL for representing hypotheses about asymmetric threats. In particular, AHEAD uses past cases of such threats to generate arguments for and against a given hypothesis. The explicit specification of the goals of subsequences of actions allows AHEAD to retrieve past cases relevant to specific subsequences. TIELT (Molineaux & Aha, 2005), an environment for evaluating learning in computer games, uses TMKL as part of its agent description language. In a different project, we are presently using TMKL for specifying the design of game-playing agents (Jones et al. 2009).
**Current Work**

The story authoring and editing capability of Stab2 enables a human analyst to conduct “what-if” simulations with criminal patterns in order to make sense of the VAST datasets. In its present state of development, however, Stab2 has many limitations. Firstly, the input events to Stab2 at present are extracted from new stories and represented by hand. This is because we have been unable to find an automated tool that can extract events from natural language texts with precision and accuracy. Secondly, the scripts in Stab2 at present are not based on any closed set of primitive actions or tasks. We are exploring the use of Schank’s primitive actions (Schank 1983) as the building blocks for our hierarchical scripts represented in TMKL. Thirdly, Stab2 at present does not propagate the values of variables between the nodes in a story. We are augmenting TMKL to enable automatic variable propagation. Fourthly, Stab2 at present does not explain it’s reasoning or justifies its conclusions. We are exploring the use of TMKL for supporting self-explanation in Stab2 (Goel et al. 2009; Raja & Goel 2007).

Stab is one of several ongoing research projects at the Southeast Regional Visual Analytics Center (http://srvac.uncc.edu/). These projects include design of interactive techniques and tools for information visualization (e.g., Stasko, Gorg & Liu 2008; Wang et al. 2009), construction of knowledge-based techniques and tools for information foraging (e.g., Liu, Raja, Vaidyanath 2007; Yue et al. 2009), and development of cognitively inspired computational frameworks for visual analytics (e.g., Chang et al. 2009; Green, Ribarsky & Fischer 2008; Liu, Nersessian & Stasko 2008; Ribarsky, Fischer & Pottenger 2009). Our current work on the Stab project is focusing on integrating the interactive knowledge-based system with Jigsaw (Stasko, Gorg & Liu 2008), an interactive tool for visualizing complex relationships among multiple entities.
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